WHAT IS YOUR HEADLINE?
When people read the newspaper, it is very rare they read every line of every article. There are just too
many articles and too little time! In reality, people only have enough time to scan the paper, reading only
the articles where the headline has caught their interest.
Similarly, it is rare for prospects to meet with every sales representative who calls. There are just far too
many sales representatives and too little time! In reality, prospects will only invest their valuable time to
meet those sales representatives whose headline of their prospecting approach has caught their interest.
When a prospect tells you, “I am not interested”, what they really are telling you is that you were not
interesting enough! Simply put, your headline must answer the question “What’s in it for me?” If you only
state what product or service you sell, you will not answer this question. However, if you also say why your
product should be purchased or the benefits of it, you will.
For example, “My name is Sam Sales Rep, and I sell advertising for the Daily Press” is not a headline that
would generate much interest. In fact, you lost this opportunity by the time you said, “I sell…”! A better
headline that generates interest would be “My name is Sam Sales Rep with the Daily Press. We have been
able to help many businesses like yours acquire new customers and increase sales through the effective use
of print advertising.” What business owner is not interested in finding new customers and increasing sales?
Now you have my attention!
Businesses exist to make a profit. Once they make a profit, they want to make more. The only way to do
that is to either increase revenues or decrease expenses. Any headline that references this is sure to answer
the question “What’s in it for me?” and will generate interest.
Ask your sales manager and other sales representatives within your company for their ideas on what
headlines have worked for them. However, if anyone tells you, “Hi, how are you today” is their best
headline, walk away! You are the victim of the latest office practical joke! You can also review your
company’s advertising and brochures to see what headlines your marketing department believes are
effective. For more ideas, pay close attention to what advertisements and headlines grab your interest.
The best headlines evolve over time as experience teaches what works best. Monitor your successes and
adjust as necessary. An effective headline can take some time to create, but it is time well invested.
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